Small Painting Robot

KJ155

KJ155 is a small explosion-proof painting robot that supports a variety of workpieces, from small parts to medium-sized parts. The robot arm, which pursues ease of use for painting applications, can be equipped with the latest painting equipment such as small bells, contributing to the construction of efficient painting lines.

Product Description

KJ155 is a small explosion-proof painting robot that supports a variety of workpieces, from small parts to medium-sized parts. The robot arm, which pursues ease of use for painting applications, can be equipped with the latest painting equipment such as small bells, contributing to the construction of efficient painting lines.

Features

- Symmetrical and slim arms that support three-way installation make it easy to place them densely
- Painting equipment can be installed up to 8 kg on the wrist and 5 kg on each of the upper and lower arms
- A hollow offset wrist is used, and hoses are built into the wrist. The risk of interference between hoses and their surroundings is reduced

Selectable based on application
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KJ155 achieves the class-leading weight reduction

KJ155 is the lightest in the reach 1500mm class, and contributes to the weight reduction of the robot installation stand and the equipment around it.